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CREATIVE BRIEF 

Brief Number: 3 

Topic: Radio 

Client: RSVP 

Product: Digital dating service 

Target audience: Single Millennials that have flirted with the likes of 

Bumble and Tinder. While they’ve found these 
platforms to be fun and exciting, they’re exhausted 

by ‘playing the field’ and are now looking for 'the 

one’.  

Key insight: In a hookup culture where it’s about that next swipe, 
encounters can feel shallow and fleeting. Against this 

backdrop, our audience is looking for connections 

with substance and meaning. 

Single minded proposition: Find something real 

Support: RSVP builds deep and lasting relationships, with 1 

out of every 3 members finding a long-term 

relationship, and 1 out of 5 finding a life partner. 

Unlike some other platforms, their community  

wants to foster true connections.  

Media: 30-second single radio ad

Tone of voice: Lighthearted, authentic, and empathetic. 

Mandatories: rsvp.com.au  



RSVP 
Search German, Kiss French. 
 
 
Male with exaggerated French accent, female with exaggerated German accent. 
 
 
Frenchman:  Bonjour monsieurs, madames. Are you in zee mood for love? 

Are you looking for zee one? 
 
German Woman:  Do you appreciate using discipline und data to bend fate to your 

vill? 
 
Frenchman:  RSVP has thousands of passionate lovers, waiting to become 

zee object of your affection. 
 
German Woman:  Es also hass meticulously designed compatibility questionnaires 

and algorithms. 
 
Frenchman:  Do away with zee sweep, sweep, left, right and find your amour, 

your cherie, your... 
 
German Woman:  (Interrupting) ...optimal candidate for successful companionship 

und procreation. 
 
V/O:     RSVP dot com dot au. Search German, kiss French. 
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CREATIVE BRIEF 
 

 
Brief Number: 4 

 

 

Topic:   TV 

 

Client:   Google 

 

Product:   Google Home 

 

Target audience:  Mainstream Australia, aged 18+. They’ve heard about 
Google Home, and are curious as to what it can do 

for them. 

 

Key insight:  Google Home is the fastest, most helpful way to get 

stuff done and find answers in your home.   
 

Single minded proposition:  Your voice has all the power 

 

Support:  Google Home is the hands-free assistant and piece 

of technology that enables you to search Google, 

play music, manage tasks, and control your 

smarthome (with other hardware) – and all it starts 

with your voice command, “Ok Google…” 

  

Media:  30-second TVC 

 

Tone of voice:  Helpful, straightforward, empowering 

 

Mandatories:    Must include the product  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Interior of a home. A woman is 
singing loudly and off key. Her voice is 
uniquely grating.

Cut to exterior. All houses surrounding 
have For Sale signs in the windows or 
on their lawn. A passing jogger wears 
headphones but still cringes at the 
sound of the woman’s singing.

Interior. The Google Home sits on a 
table in the foreground.

Woman: Okay Google, play a song.

Music plays, only slighlty drowning out 
the sound of the woman singing along. 
A dog howls faintly in the background.

Super: Your voice has power. Use it 

wisely.
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CREATIVE BRIEF 
 

 
Brief Number: 5 

 

 

Topic:   Social 

 

Client:   OzHarvest 

 

Product:   Fight food waste 

 

Target audience:  Young professionals with disposable income, living 

alone or with others 

 

Key insight:  Every year, over 5 million tonnes of food ends up in 

landfill, impacting the environment and the economy.  

  The biggest wasters are Gen Y, who buy food but fail 

to meal plan, or forget to cook it when life gets in the 

way.  

 

 They determine whether food is good to keep or not on 

whether it looks like the perfect specimens we see in 

Donna Hay magazines and ads. But bruised and floppy 

produce doesn’t mean it should be binned. Because 

even though they’re ‘ugly’, they can still taste delicious. 
 
 

Single minded proposition:  Ugly food can be beautiful 

 

Support:  We need people to change how they value food, 

beyond what they see on the surface. We need to 

encourage them to use the food they would 

otherwise throw out, through blending (soups, 

smoothies), mixing (fritters, dips), and baked (tarts, 

pies) – thereby making minor blemishes like bruises, 

wilting, odd shapes irrelevant. 

  

Media:  Ad spaces on social media channels. This can 

include sponsored posts, Facebook Canvas and 

Instagram stories. 

 

Tone of voice:  Friendly and playful. Not preachy. 

 

Mandatories:    OzHarvest logo 

  Call to action to join movement at fightfoodwaste.org 

If hashtag required, use #fightfoodwaste 

 

 



Insight: Everything looks better through beer goggles.

Idea: Let’s get Aussies to assess their food with the blind enthusiasm of a hungry drunk. 

OzHarvest creates an online content series 
where notable chefs use ugly food that 
might otherwise be wasted to prepare 
delicious meals… all while drunk.

A chatbot let’s you “drunk message” 
pictures of your ugly food at any time of 
the night or day and sends you a recipe in 
return. 

OzHarvest

Cinnamon Banana Bread

A mature-aged 
banana, absolutely 

gorgeous! I’ve got just 
the thing!

OzHarvest - Send Foods
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CREATIVE BRIEF 
 

 
Brief Number: 6 

 

 

Topic:   Digital 

 

Client:   Coca-Cola 

 

Product:   Entire Coca-Cola range 

 

Target audience:  Millennials, aged in their 20s and 30s 

 

Key insight:  For generations, Coca-Cola has been the drink for just 

about everyone, everywhere.  

   

 But today’s Millennial consumers want more choice in 

what and where they eat (UberEATS), in what they watch 

(Netflix), at the pub (the explosion of craft beer), and, yes, 

even in their Coke.  

 

 They want options, and to be able to choose a Coke for 

every mood and moment.  

 
 

Single minded proposition:  There’s a Coke for every you 

 

Support:  The world has evolved and so has Coke. With a wide 

variety of flavour and health variants (Classic, No 

Sugar, Stevia, Diet, Zero, and new Raspberry), there’s a 
Coke for everyone to choose. 

  

Media:  Digital. Think anywhere online or on mobile. Mobile 

apps, Google, banners, websites, AR, mobile-led VR. 

Not social or digital installations. 

 

Tone of voice:  Fun and optimistic 

 

Mandatories:  Must talk to the entire range and not focus on a specific 

variant. 

 

 



DUPLICOKE

Coke connects people with their doppelgangers around the world.

1. Users visit the microsite and upload or take a photo that is added to the DupliCoke database.
2. Facial recognition technology matches them with their closest doppelgangers from across the globe. 
3. Matches can chat or share a Coke from the range. 

WE’VE FOUND YOUR

SAY HELLO

SHARE A COKE



 

 

 

CREATIVE BRIEF  
 

Brief Number: 7  

 

 

 
 

Take an existing product, and shift either its target audience, the product benefit, or the 

product use/occasion. Or, do something else. Whatever it is, change how or who its sold to 
create a new selling strategy. Complete the brief to explain your thinking, and then deliver 

an idea against this.  

 

 

 

 

Topic:     Strategy  

 

Client:      Durex 

 

Product:     Durex Condoms -  Entire Range 

 

Target audience:   Over 60s   

 
Key insight:  STI transmission among the elderly is a growing concern, 

as medical developments (such as erectile dysfunction 

medication and hormonal creams) have made sex a 
possibility well into old age.  

 

Freedom from the risk of pregnancy coupled with 
inadequate sexual education often leads to high-risk 

behaviour. 

 
While many seniors are interested in or currently 

engaging in sex, they are often uncomfortable 

discussing such matters with their doctors or caregivers.  
 

 

Single minded proposition:   Safe sex is enjoyable at any age.   

 

Support:  Durex believes sex plays a fundamental role in physical 

and emotional wellbeing and a healthy and rewarding 

sex life should be everyone’s to enjoy, regardless of 

age. 
 

 

Media:     Integrated  

 

Tone of voice:     Inspiring and playful, never patronising.  

 

Mandatories:     Durex condoms 



Experiential 
Durex brings senior sexuality out of the shadows, releasing their first ever 
hardcover book, the Nana Sutra. The book includes positions best suited to the 
elderly with each instruction beginning with Step 1: Apply Durex condom. The 
book also features chapters on senior sexual health, STD prevention, sex as pain 
management, sex with injury or illness, tips and FAQs.

NANA SUTRA



TVC

Silent, completely empty Bingo Hall. Silent, completely empty doctor’s 
waiting room.

Silent, completely empty RSL dining 
room with a sign that reads, “Early 
Bird Special”.

The Durex Nana Sutra book sits on a 
table with a large, old-fashioned bra 
discarded beside it. 

V/O: Safe sex never gets old. For 
more information visit Durex.com.
au or dial 1800 800 800 to speak to 
someone directly. 



Direct Mail
Nursing home residents with more limited access will receive a direct mail piece 
announcing the release of the book. The mailers are designed to look like a 
page out of a coin collector’s book, with a limited edition ‘Butterscotch Candy’ 
flavoured condom attached in the bottom corner. Enclosed is a postage paid 
mail order form allowing residents to purchase any Durex product and have it 
delivered discreetly to their door.  

* Page out of coin collector’s book.

Safe sex never gets old.
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CREATIVE BRIEF 
 

 
Brief Number: 8 

 

 

Topic:     Integrated campaign 

 

Client:   Blackmores 

 

Product:   The Blackmores Sydney Running Festival 

 

Target audience:  Australians of all ages and fitness levels 

 

Key insight:  There are lots of benefits of running, whether it’s 
leading a healthy lifestyle or simply being outdoors. 

But being a ‘runner’ can be intimidating, particularly 

if you only run to catch the bus in time. The 

Blackmores Sydney Running Festival means that, at 

least for one day, everyone can be a runner. 
 

Single minded proposition:  Be part of the run for everyone 

 

Support:  The Blackmores Sydney Running Festival contains 5 

different events catering to different fitness levels. 

There’s a Marathon (42.195 km), Half Marathon 
(21.0975 km), Bridge Run (10km), Family Fun Run 

(3.5km) as well as a Wheelchair Marathon (42.195 

km). 

  

Media:  Integrated. No media channel is off limits. You 

should have one central big idea that is executed 

across a minimum of three different channels. 

 

Tone of voice: Inclusive and motivational 

 

Mandatories:  Blackmores are a vitamin company and the sponsors 

of this event. You aren’t advertising the vitamins but 
the Running Festival itself. 

 

 



RAMPAGE

Insight: Sydney Running Festival is the only fun run that takes in the spectacular 
Sydney Harbour Bridge as part of it’s route. As a participant you literally stop 
traffic and take over the bridge.

Idea: Encourage all Australians to find the fun in running by ‘rampaging’ through 
the city. This will be brought to life during the event with foam bricks, pillars etc. 
along the run for participants to ‘destroy’.

Digital
Blackmores releases a mobile version of vintage arcade game, Rampage. Classic 
characters Godzilla, King Kong and Ralph the warewolf run amok in Sydney City. 
Users can also log their fitness training and unlock additional levels with their 
progress.

PLAY

TRACK YOUR 

RUN



OOH
Metrolites that feature realistic claw 
marks across their surface. 

Experiential 
A miniature model of Sydney is constructed in a busy metro 
thoroughfare. Passersby who sign up to participate in 
the Sydney Running Festival are given the chance to don 
a monster suit and run through the model city, crushing 
everything in their wake. 

Join the rampage at 
sydneyrunningfestival.com.au
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CREATIVE BRIEF 
 

 
Brief Number: 9 

 

 

Topic:   Outdoor/Experiential 

 

Client:   Qantas 

 

Product:   Non-stop flights from Perth to London 

 

Target audience:  Australian travelers 

 

Key insight:  Australians are eager and enthusiastic travelers, 

thanks to our healthy disposable incomes, generous 

annual leave periods, and connections around the 

world.  

 

 But the ‘tyranny of distance’ means that flying to 
Europe has been something endured rather than 

enjoyed. The new Qantas route enables Aussies, no 

matter where they live to spend less time transitting 

and less time in the air.  
 

Single minded proposition:  Australia and England have never been closer. 

 

Support:  The QANTAS Dreamliner Perth to London is the first 

non-stop flight between the two countries. It can take 

over 2 hours off the journey for people on the Eastern 

Seaboard and 3+ hours for those in Perth. 

  

Media:  Outdoor/Experiential. Think static and digital 

billboard, ambient media, stunts, and experiences. 

 

Tone of voice:  Vibrant and exciting, capturing the sense of 

anticipation of a holiday. 

 

Mandatories:  Must include the specific Perth to London route and 

the Qantas logo. 

 

 



The pyjamas will be gifted to passengers in all classes on Perth to London Dreamliner flights as well as making their 
retail debut in Peter Alexander stores. 

SWEET DREAMLINERS

Insight: A direct flight from Perth to London means Dreamliner passengers will experience two seasons in a single day. 

Idea: Qantas re-imagines their iconic business class pyjamas with tear away arms and legs to prepare passengers for all 
temperatures. 
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CREATIVE BRIEF 
 

 
Brief Number: 10 

 

 

Topic:     Gamechanger 
 

Client:   The Workplace Gender Equality Agency 
 

Product:   Pay equality 
 

Target audience:  All Australians, focusing on those with cultural sway  

  (e.g., influencers, CEOs, policy makers) 

 

Key insight:  Australia suffers from a 15-18% pay gap, which is the 

most drastic at parenthood. Because of myths, biases, 

and outdated stereotypes, once women become 

mothers, they are less likely to be hired and are seen as 

less competent, leading to lower pay – known as the 

‘Motherhood Penalty’. In contrast, fathers are more likely 

to be hired, and are seen as more competent. We need 

to raise awarenss of this issue, so that one’s personal life 
of becoming a mum doesn’t impede their progress. 

 

Single minded proposition:  Let’s put an end to the Motherhood penalty 

 

Support: The Motherhood Penalty exists because of prehistoric notions of 

mums being ‘caregivers’ (while dads are ‘breadwinners’). There 
is no statistical proof that mums become less productive after 

giving birth. Instead, parenthood has been shown to promote 

interpersonal communication, flexibility, and being more 

assertive – beneficial workplace skills. 

 

To do this you could brand a moment to generate mass 

awareness. Create a business network to realise positive 

outcomes, or create a physical symbol to highlight this 

inequality. 

  

Media: Anything that helps redefine the way we advertise. A new 

product, a Netflix series, a new piece of tech, a social 

movement - something we’ve never seen before. 
 

Tone of voice:    Empowering, intelligent, provoking.  

 

Mandatories:    Must feel like it could change behaviour 



BLOOMIN’ UNFAIR

The Workplace Gender Equality Agency supplies all major Australian florists with custom sheets of butcher paper. 
On Mother’s Day, one of the highest-traffic flower purchasing days of the year, the florists dispatch all their bouquets 
wrapped in the paper. From the outside the paper looks like Australian bank notes but once unwrapped the reverse 
side reveals a peition to end gender pay inequality.

Happy Mother’s Day

Australia’s history on gender pay equality 
hardly smells of roses. Our country suf-
fers a 15-18% pay gap, and mothers are 

the hardest hit. You deserve better. If you 
agree, sign the petition on the back of the 

paper these flowers are wrapped in and 
mail it to your local MP.
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